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We formally dene the primitive of publi -key en ryption with non-intera tive opening
(PKENO), where the re eiver of a iphertext C an, onvin ingly and without intera tion, reveal what
the result was of de rypting C , without ompromising the s heme's se urity. This has numerous appli ations in ryptographi proto ol design, e.g., when the re eiver wants to demonstrate that some
information he was sent privately was not orre tly formed. We give a denition based on the UC
framework as well as an equivalent game-based denition. The PKENO on ept was informally introdu ed by Damgård and Thorbek who suggested that it ould be implemented based on Identity-Based
En ryption. In this paper, we give dire t and optimized implementations, that work without having to
keep state information, unlike what one obtains from dire tly using IBE.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Motivation. Consider the following extremely
sign: Player

A sends a se

ret message to player

re eives against some publi
information for opening a

ommon s enario from

ryptographi

B whoperhaps at some later time

proto ol dehe ks what he

information. For instan e, it may be that the message is supposed to be
ommitment that

A established earlier. If the

he k is OK,

B will be able

to pro eed, but otherwise some ex eption handling must be done. The standard solution to this is
to have

B broad

ast a

allowing all players to
at least one of

A,B

is

omplaint, and

A must then broad

ast what he

oni t

an only o

ases, one

A must be present to help resolve the
A is one of many

annot rely on this assumption. For instan e, suppose

lients who want to provide some input to a set of servers, who will then do a se ure
on the inputs. It is highly desirable that this
servers

ur if

orrupt, so the adversary already knows what is broad ast. But it has the

important drawba k that intera tion is required, in parti ular
oni t. In many

laims to have sent privately,

he k the information. This is se ure, sin e the

omputation

an be done without intera tion, in parti ular that the

an de ide e iently among themselves whi h

lients provided well-formed input.

Publi -key en ryption with non-intera tive opening. An alternative solution was suggested by Damgård and Thorbek in [12℄, namely

publi -key en ryption with non-intera tive opening

(PKENO). This is based on the observation that in pra ti e, the private
would typi ally be implemented using publi
under

C

B's publi

key

pk B .

PKENO now means that if

(typi ally, if he is unhappy about

is, he

an broad ast

m;

3


C

where

strates that indeed de rypting

?

key en ryption, i.e.,

m

), he

B

an do so,

is a proof that

ommuni ation from

A sends a

iphertext

hooses to reveal the result

m
C

C

A to B

en rypted

of de rypting
3

onvin ingly and without intera tion . That

an be

he ked against

using the se ret key mat hing

pk B

pk B

results in

and

m

. Of

and demonourse, this
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of E onomi Aairs.
Note that m may not be a meaningful message, it may be a spe ial reje t symbol if C was reje ted as invalid by
the de ryption algorithm.

must be done su h that other
revealing

B's se

iphertexts remain se ure, and this ex ludes the trivial solution of

ret key. Clearly, if PKENO

tool for removing intera tion from

an be implemented e iently, we have a ni e general

ryptographi

proto ols.

Diffi ulty of PKENO. Note that having the re eiver open a iphertext is less trivial than having
the sender do so: the sender
oins used to
has to

onstru t the

ould always be asked to simply reveal the plaintext and the random
iphertext. This does not work when the re eiver does the opening: one

onsider the fa t that the sender might be

It may not even be a valid
dened

iphertext, in whi h

orrupt and hen e
ase the

C

is adversarially

oins used to

onstru t

C

onstru ted.

 is not a well

on ept.

Ineffi ient Constru tions. A few straightforward solutions for implementing PKENO do exist
whi h, however, have various drawba ks: In prin iple, one
referen e string



B

an be reliably set up. Then the re eiver

an implement PKENO if a

an

would be a non-intera tive zero-knowledge proof that the se ret key

produ es

m

when used to de rypt

C

ommon

ommit to his se ret key initially and
ommitted to mat hes

pk B and

. Unfortunately, with the known te hniques for non-intera tive

zero-knowledge, this solution is very ine ient and essentially useless in pra ti e. E ient solutions
are easy to nd in the random ora le model, sin e one

an take known e ient and intera tive

zero-knowledge proofs and make them non-intera tive using the Fiat-Shamir heuristi . However, it
is un lear what se urity guarantees in the random ora le model mean for the real world, so in this
paper, we will

on entrate on e ient solutions that do not use random ora les.

Known Constru tions and their Limitations. In [12℄, the PKENO notion was informally
introdu ed, and it was suggested that it

pk B

(IBE). The idea here is that

sk B

key

would be the publi

id

is

hosen), and en rypts

C = (id ; IBEen (id ;m))

. The re eiver

orresponding to

usk [id ℄,

master key of an IBE system, and the se ret

m

would be the se ret master key. To en rypt

for details on how
pair

ould be implemented based on identity-based en ryption

id

and

m

B uses sk B

an then de rypt. To open

,

be the

he k that the result is

C

m

an guarantee that identities

id

usk [id ℄ does not

is the

usk [id ℄

m

and

. Note that e ient

is adversarially

ompromise se urity

hosen. This solution is

annot be reused  but only then. This would

ase if it is used in a proto ol that assigns unique labels to all

these labels

(see below

assumptions) that do not require random ora les [21, 14℄.

iphertexts dire ted to other identities, not even if

therefore se ure if we

id

iphertext

simply reveals the de ryption result

It follows dire tly from the properties of IBE that revealing
of

hooses an identity

to generate the IBE user se ret key

CB

this allows anyone to do the de ryption and

IBE s hemes exist (under spe i

, one

to this identity. Thus, the

iphertexts to be sent. Then

an be used as identities. But note that these labels must be dierent in dierent

instan es of the same proto ol. Alternatively, all players

ould keep state information allowing to

test if a label has been used before. This puts some rather heavy demands on the implementation
and hen e, using IBE in this straightforward way is not satisfa tory in general.
An alternative

onstru tion of PKENO

witness-re overing de ryption

an be obtained by using

publi -key en ryption with

(PKEWR) [20℄. Here the re eiver (i. e., the holder of the se ret key)

an e iently re onstru t the randomness that was used for en ryption. This randomness then
serves as the proof. Veri ation performs (deterministi ) re-en rypting using the randomness and the
messages. The proof is valid if the result equals the

iphertext. There exists

onstru tion of PKEWR

from the De isional Die-Hellman assumption and from an assumption related to latti es. However,
both

onstru tions are relatively ine ient sin e the

2

iphertext size is linear in the message length.

Our Contributions. In this paper, we make two

ontributions: rst, we give a formal deni-

tion of PKENO, in fa t we give two equivalent denitions, one based on the UC framework, and a
game-based denition. This allows to show that an implementation is se ure using the game-based
denition (whi h is usually easier than with UC), while at same time being guaranteed the

ompo-

sition properties that follows from the UC theorem. We assume  for simpli ity  a trusted key
set-up, i.e., all key pairs are

orre tly generated. We emphasize, however, that this assumption is

not inherent to the PKENO

on ept. The denitions

an be modied to do without it and some

implementations do not need it.
Se ond, we show some

on rete implementations of PKENO. One of our te hniques gives a simple

and general solution to the problem with unique identities in the IBE implementation, allowing a
stateless solution. To this end we use a te hnique by Naor and Yung [18℄ that was also used more
re ently by Canetti, Halevi, and Katz [9℄ in a transformation of any

hosen-plaintext se ure IBE

s heme into a hosen- iphertext se ure PKE s heme. We adopt the latter transformation to

onstru t

PKENO from IBE. The idea is to use, for ea h PKENO en ryption, a fresh random veri ation

id

for IBE en ryption. In order to tie the IBE

iphertext to this veri ation key it is signed using the

orresponding signing key. This ensures the

key of a one-time signature s heme as the identity

uniqueness of the identity and hen e allows a stateless solution of PKENO.
Another te hnique gives a more dire t implementation that is not based on IBE and hen e is more
e ient. We use a modi ation of the pairing-based

hosen- iphertext se ure PKE s heme whi h

was proposed by Boyen, Mei, Waters [5℄ and Kiltz [16℄. We show that it is possible to update their
s heme with a non-intera tive opening fun tionality without
this s heme

ompromising its se urity. Se urity of

an be redu ed to the Bilinear De isional Die-Hellman (BDDH) assumption.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notational onventions
If

x

is a string, then

then 1

k

jxj denotes its length, while if S is a set then jS j denotes its size. If k 2 N

denotes the string of

an element

s S
of

k

ones. If

S

is a set then

s

R

S

denotes the operation of pi king

uniformly at random. Unless otherwise indi ated, algorithms are randomized and

polynomial time. An adversary is an algorithm or a tuple of algorithms. A fun tion

negligible

f g

i there exists

<0

su h that

jf (k)j < k

for all su iently large

k

f :N!R
f g

. We write

is
if

is negligible.

2.2 The UC model
Canetti's Universal Composability (UC) framework [6, 7℄ for multi-party
formulate se urity and
model is to

omputation allows to

omposition of multi-party proto ols in a very general way. The idea of the UC

ompare a proto ol to an idealization of the respe tive proto ol task. Se urity means that

the proto ol looks like the idealization even in fa e of arbitrary atta ks and in arbitrary proto ol
environments. This notion of se urity is very stri t [8, 2, 13℄, but implies useful
properties [6℄. In fa t, in a

ertain sense, this notion is even ne essary for se ure

ompositional
omposition of

proto ols [17℄.

The real model. We shortly outline the framework for multi-party proto ols dened in [6, 7℄.
First of all, parties (denoted by

P

1 through

Pn

) are modeled as intera tive Turing ma hines (ITMs)

( f. [7℄) and are supposed to run some xed proto ol (i.e., program)

3



. There also is an adversary,

denoted

A may

A and modeled as an ITM as well, that
orrupt parties (in whi h

arries out atta ks on proto ol

ase it learns the party's state and

and inter ept or inje t messages sent between parties. If
proto ol run of



this work, we only
proto ol



takes pla e,

A is

A

. Therefore,

ontrols its future a tions),

orrupts parties only before the a tual

A is said to be adaptive. In

alled non-adaptive, otherwise

onsider non-adaptive



orruptions. The respe tive lo al inputs for all parties of

are supplied by an environment ma hine (modeled as an ITM and denoted

may also read all proto ol outputs lo ally made by the parties and

The ideal model. The model we have just des ribed is
ontrast to this, the ideal model of

ommuni ate with the adversary.

alled the real model of

omputation. In

omputation is dened just like the real model, with the following

ex eptions: all party ITMs are repla ed with one single ideal fun tionality
may not be

Z ), whi h

F . The ideal fun tionality

orrupted by the adversary, yet may send messages to and re eive messages from it.

S . The only means of
S may supply inputs to
and read outputs from F in the name of the orrupted party), delaying or suppressing outputs of F ,
and all a tions that are expli itly spe ied in F . However, S has no a ess to the inputs F gets and
to the outputs F generates, nor are there any proto ol messages to inter ept. Intuitively, the ideal
model of omputation (or, more pre isely, the ideal fun tionality F itself ) should represent what one

Finally, the adversary in the ideal model is

alled simulator and denoted

atta k the simulator has in the ideal model are

orruptions (in whi h

ase

ideally expe ts the proto ol to do. In fa t, for a number of standard tasks, there are formulations
as su h ideal fun tionalities (see, e.g., [6℄).

Se urity definition. To de ide whether or not a given proto ol



fullls the requirements of

F , the framework of [6℄ uses a simulatability-based approa h: at a time of
Z 's
output will be denoted by real;A;Z (k;z ) when Z is run with se urity parameter k 2 N and initial

input z 2 f0; 1g in the real model of omputation, and idealF ;S ;Z (k;z ) when Z is run in the ideal
model. Now  is said to se urely realize F i for any real adversary A, there exists a simulator S
su h that for any environment Z and any (possibly non-uniform) family of initial inputs z = (zk )k ,

our ideal spe i ation
its

hoi e,

Z

may halt and generate output. The random variable des ribing the rst bit of

we have

Pr [real;A;Z (k;zk ) = 1℄  Pr [idealF ;S ;Z (k;zk ) = 1℄ :

(1)

This slightly diers from the original formulations in [6, 7℄, but is equivalent and eases our presentation. Intuitively, Equation 1 means that any atta k against the proto ol
ideal model. Hen e, any weakness of the real proto ol is already
(that does not

an be simulated in the

ontained in the ideal spe i ation

ontain an a tual weakness by denition). Interestingly, the worst real atta k

possible is the one

arried out by the dummy adversary

A~ that simply follows Z 's instru tions.

That means that for se urity, it a tually su es to demand existen e of a simulator that simulates
atta ks

arried out by

A~.

Composition of proto ols. To formalize the omposition of proto ols, there also exists a model
in between the real and ideal model of

omputation. Namely, the hybrid model of

is identi al to the real model, ex ept that parties have a

ess to (multiple instan es of ) an ideal

fun tionality that aids in running the proto ol. This is written as
the ideal fun tionality
or

omputation

'F

for the a tual proto ol

'

and

F . Instan es of F are distinguished via session identiers (short: session ids,
ti ally, instan es of F an be implemented by a proto ol  geared towards

sid s). Note that synta

realizing

F . And indeed, the universal

instan e of
More



omposition theorem [6, 7℄ guarantees that if one proto ol

is se ure, then many proto ol instan es are, even when used in arbitrary proto ols

on retely, if



se urely realizes

'

.

F , then ' se urely realizes 'F for any proto ol '. Here, 'F
4

denotes that
that

'

'

uses (up to polynomially many) instan es of

uses instan es of



instead.

Conditional se urity and
sometimes (e.g., in the

F as a subprimitive, and ' denotes

omposability. Universal omposability is a very stri t notion. So

ase of bit

ommitments), it is not possible to a hieve full UC se urity. Hen e,

several weakenings of the notion have been proposed. One method that will be useful in our
to

onsider only proto ol environments that

onform to

ertain rules (see [19, 1℄). Con retely, se ure

Z of environments means that in Equation 1, we quantify

realization with respe t to a

ertain

only over environments in

This relaxed se urity notion still gives pre isely those

Z.

guarantees one would expe t: se ure
environments from

lass

ase is

omposition with larger proto ols that

Z (see [19, 1℄ for details).

ompositional

an be seen as restri ted

3 Publi -key en ryption with non-intera tive opening
3.1 A UC-based denition
Figure 1 depi ts our ideal fun tionality for publi -key en ryption with non-intera tive openings.

F

PKENO is an extension of the

F

PKE fun tionality [6, 10, 15℄ that

key en ryption. The most notable dieren e to
whi h allow the re eiver to open a
publi

aptures IND-CCA se ure publi -

PKE are the additional

Prove and Verify queries,

iphertext and every party to verify openings. Also, we dropped

keys, sin e we assume a trusted PKI (i.e., keypair setup) for a realization.

Dis ussion of
re eiving party

F

PKENO . First, note that the session id

Pre v

. However, note that

the re eiver is

sid

already determines the distinguished

Pre v
jmj m

. Any party may ask for en ryptions, but only

for the en ryption of a message

En

F

C

m

may ask for de ryptions. As

, the adversary may determine a unique tag

depends only on the length

orrupted, in whi h

ase we obviously

of

list of

via the algorithm

, but not on

itself (ex ept if

annot guarantee se re y). This ree ts that

ideally, en ryptions reveal only the length of the message. De ryption takes
ensured, i.e.,

C
m

are that

F

iphertexts are mapped ba k to the en rypted messages. (For this,

orre tness is

PKENO stores a

iphertexts and asso iated messages.)

Opening and verifying openings is a bit tri kier. For any
obtain a proof



by the adversary (in form of a pre-stored algorithm
least the shape of



honestly (i.e., via

m0 6= m

F

Verify

queries) satises some natural and

PKENO ) generated en ryption

. Also, honestly (i.e., via

F



Pre v

an

is determined

Prove) to ensure that during the simulation, at

mat hes the one of a possible real implementation. However,

that veri ation (via
message

iphertext, the re eiver

that should ideally prove what message was en rypted. Formally,

C m
of

F

PKENO ensures

ru ial requirements. Namely, an

annot be proven to

ontain a dierent

PKENO ) generated proofs are always a

ases left open by this (and in parti ular, if a wrong publi

key is used with

epted. In all

Verify), the adversary

is free to determine the veri ation out ome in order to simulate a real implementation.
Note that from the fun tionality's perspe tive,
not

iphertexts and proofs are merely tags and do

arry any semanti s. The adversary is free to determine these tags, but the fun tionality takes

are that de ryptions and proofs are handled as ideally expe ted. (E.g., the
depend on the messages, or honestly generated proofs verify

iphertext tags do not

orre tly.)

Why key management is outsour ed. Also note that there are no publi
the fun tionality. This is unlike, e.g., in the
publi

F

or se ret keys in

PKE modelings from [6, 10, 15℄, whi h do

key. This simpli ation is possible, sin e we will

5

ontain a

onsider keys to be already set up, whi h

orresponds to running a publi -key en ryption s heme proto ol in the
below).
The reason

Pre v

party

why we opted to outsour

was allowed to take

e key management into

non-intera tive zero-knowledge proof, then

Pre v

to

PKI -hybrid model (see

PKI is the following: if the re eiving

are of key generation on its own, then a

generate keys in a dishonest way. (E.g., if the publi
allows

F

F

Pre v

key

ontains a

orrupted

Pre v

ould

ommon referen e string for a

ould generate this CRS along with a

trapdoor

that

heat in the proofs. That would not have been possible with an honest generation

of keys.) While our

on rete s heme from Se tion 6 is se ure even if a dishonest

Pre v

hooses its

keys arbitrarily, our game-based formulation (Denition 1) guarantees nothing in that setting. Of
ourse, an adaptation of both Denition 1 and
keys is ree ted; we

hose

not

F

PKENO is possible, su h that a dishonest

hoi e of

to do so be ause be believe that an honest generation of keys is more

realisti .

F

Fun tionality

F

PKENO

S

PKENO pro eeds as follows, running with parties P1 ; : : : ; Pn and an adversary . All session-ids sid used in the
following are expe ted to be of the form sid = (re v ; sid 0 ), su h that sid uniquely determines a re eiving party Pre v .

1. Upon the rst a tivation (no matter with whi h input), rst:
(a) Hand (KeyGen; sid ) to the adversary.
(b) Re eive des riptions of the plaintext domain
, randomized algorithms En rypt, Prove, and deterministi
algorithms De rypt, Verify from the adversary.
Then pro eed to handle the a tual query as des ribed below.
2. Upon re eiving (En rypt; sid ; m) from some party Pj :
(a) If m =
then output an error message to Pj .
(b) If Pre v is not orrupted, set C R En rypt(length; m ). If Pre v is orrupted, C R En rypt(message; m).
( ) Hand C to Pj and store the tuple (En rypt; C; m). If there already is a stored tuple (En rypt; C; m0 ) for some
dierent message m = m0 , then halt.
3. Upon re eiving (De rypt; sid ; C ) from Pre v (and Pre v only):
(a) If there is a tuple (En rypt; C; m0 ) (for some m0 ) stored then set m := m0 . Otherwise, set m
De rypt(C ).
(b) Hand m to Pre v .
4. Upon re eiving a value (Prove; sid ; C ) from Pre v (and Pre v only):
De rypt(C ).
(a) If there is a tuple (En rypt; C; m0 ) (for some m0 ) stored then set m := m0 . Otherwise, set m
(b) Set  R Prove(C; m) and hand  to Pre v . Also, store the tuple (Prove; C; m;  ); if the tag  already
appears in a previously stored Prove tuple then halt.
5. Upon re eiving a value (Verify; sid ; C; m;  ) from some party Pj , determine res as follows:
(a) If there is a stored tuple (Prove; C; m;  ), then set res := a ept.
(b) Else, if there is a tuple (En rypt; C; m0 ) for some m0 = m, then set res := reje t.
Verify(C; m; ).
( ) In all other ases, set res
Finally, hand res to Pj .

M

2M

j j

6

6

Fig. 1. Fun

tionality

F

PKENO for publi -key en ryption with non-intera tive openings.

Interpreting a publi -key en ryption s heme as a proto ol. If we assume that the
publi /se ret keys have been set up already, then, synta ti ally, any publi -key en ryption s heme

PKENO = (Gen; En ; De ; Prove; Ver) with non-intera
aimed at realizing

F

and similarly exe utes
party

Pre v

tive opening

PKENO . Namely, every party exe utes

En

m)

pk (

an be interpreted as a proto ol

En rypt; sid ;m) inputs,

upon (

Verpk (C;m;) upon (Verify; sid ;C;m;) inputs. In addition, the re

(whi h is uniquely determined by the session id

6

;

sid = (re v sid 0 ))

honors

eiving

De rypt and

Prove algorithms with Pre v 's private sk . Note that although Z is

Prove inputs by using the De

and

free to

an never be invoked with two dierent

hoose

sid ,

a ma hine

sid s

(even a ross invo ations),

so there are not going to be two dierent se ret keys that would need to be managed by one re eiving
party.
It remains to

F

fun tionality

on retize how we imagine a trusted key setup. We do so by

PKI , as depi ted in Figure 2. Note that

Gen. That means if we

algorithm

onsider a s heme

onsidering a helper

PKE is parametrized over a key-generation

PKENO as a proto

ol, we a tually mean the

F Gen -hybrid model for the key-generation algorithm Gen of

proto ol des ribed above, run in the

PKI

PKENO.

Fun tionality

F

F

F Gen

PKI

S

Gen
PKI pro eeds as follows, running with parties P1 ; : : : ; Pn and an adversary . All session-ids sid used in the
following are expe ted to be of the form sid = (re v ; sid 0 ), su h that sid uniquely determines a re eiving party Pre v .
Furthermore, PKI is parametrized over a key-generation algorithm Gen.

F

1. Upon the rst a tivation (no matter with whi h input), rst run (pk ; sk ) R Gen(1k ) to generate a publi key
pk along with a se ret key sk .
2. Upon any input from some party Pj or the adversary, send pk to Pj . In addition, if j = re v , send also sk to Pj .

Fig. 2. Fun

tionality

F

PKI that

aptures a trusted key setup.

3.2 A Game-based denition
A publi -key en ryption s heme with non-intera tive opening is a tuple

Prove; Ver) of algorithms su






PKENO = (Gen; En ; De

h that:

Gen takes as input a se urity parameter 1k and outputs a publi
k
key pk and a se ret key sk . We write (pk ; sk )
R Gen(1 ). The publi key pk spe ies the
message spa e Mpk
MSp (pk ) by a mapping MSp .
The en ryption algorithm En takes as input a publi key pk and a message m 2 Mpk and
outputs a iphertext C . We write C
R En pk (m).
The deterministi de ryption algorithm De takes as input a iphertext C and a se ret key sk .
It returns a message m 2 Mpk or the distinguished symbol ? 62 Mpk . We write m
De sk (C ).
The proving algorithm Prove takes as input a iphertext C and a se ret key sk . It returns a
proof  . We write 
R Provesk (C ).
The deterministi veri ation algorithm Ver takes as input a tuple (C;m;; pk ), onsisting
The key generation algorithm

of a

fa

iphertext

C

, a plaintext

ept; reje tg.

We write

m

res

, a proof



, and a publi

Verpk (C;m;).

key

pk .

It returns a result

We require that with probability overwhelming in the se urity parameter
keypair (pk

; sk )

k
R Gen(1 ) satises the following:

 Corre tness. For all messages m 2 Mpk , we have Pr [De
 Completeness. For all iphertexts C and all possible 

De

4

;

C)

sk (

, algorithm

Note that m may be

?.

Verpk (C;m;) a

epts.

4

7

k

res

, an honestly generated

En pk (m)) = m℄ = 1.
Provesk (C ), we have that for m

sk (

2

Denition 1 (PKENO se urity). A s heme PKENO is PKENO-se ure if it is IND-CCPA se ure
and satises omputational proof soundness. We dene those two below:
IND-CCPA se urity. For an adversary A, onsider the following game:
1. Gen(1k ) outputs (pk ; sk ). Adversary A is given 1k and pk .
2. The adversary may make polynomially many queries to a de ryption ora le De sk () and a proof
ora le Provesk ().
3. At some point, A outputs two equal-length messages m0 ;m1 . A bit b is randomly hosen and the
adversary is given the hallenge iphertext C  En pk (mb ).
4. A may ontinue to query its de ryption and its proof ora le, ex ept that it may not query either
with C  .
5. Finally, A outputs a guess b0 .

Denote A's advantage in guessing

b0 by
ind-

k

pa

;

Pr

AdvPKENO A ( ) :=



b = b0 

= :

1 2

S heme PKENO is alled indistinguishable against hosen- iphertext and prove atta
ind- pa
se ure) if for every adversary A, AdvPKENO;A () is negligible.
Proof soundness.

ks (IND-CCPA

For an adversary A, onsider the following game:

1. Gen(1k ) outputs (pk ; sk ). Adversary A is given 1k and (pk ; sk ).
2. The adversary hooses a message m 2 f0; 1g and gives it to an en ryption ora le whi h returns
C R En pk (m).
3. The adversary returns (m0 ; 0 ).
Denote A's probability to forge a proof by
snd

;

k

AdvPKENO A ( ) :=

S heme PKENO is said to satisfy
is negligible.

Pr



a



Verpk (C;m0 ;0) ^ m0 6= m

ept

omputational proof soundness

:

if for every adversary A, Advsnd
PKENO;A ()

4 Equivalen e
We will show that PKENO se urity is equivalent to universal
izing

F

PKENO . The idea is simple: the guarantees that

that Denition 1 requires. However, there is one

F

omposability in the sense of real-

PKENO gives are pre isely the properties

at h: our simulation breaks down on e proofs are

asked in a situation in whi h both sender and re eiver are honest. Te hni ally, this stems from a
ommitment problem the simulation runs into: if sender and re eiver are honest,
as se re y guarantee that a

m

. However, if later on a

iphertext

proof

C

F

PKENO demands

in the system does not depend on the asso iated message

is requested that

C

really de rypts to

m

, we would need to break

ironi ally exa tly proof soundness for a good simulation. There seems no easy way to

F

PKENO itself to prevent this: if

eiver is

F

hange

PKENO behaves dierently depending on whether, e.g., the re-

orrupted or not, the sender

an dedu e whether the re eiver is indeed

orrupted or not.

This however would lead to an una hievable fun tionality (sin e the re eiver might be passively
orrupted).

8

Optimisti

environments. To establish equivalen e of the denitions, we hen e restri t to UC-

environments that do not ask for proofs if both sender and re eiver are un orrupted. We
environments

optimisti

. It is natural to assume that any larger proto ol

s heme is optimisti : proofs are only requested upon

all su h

PKENO

ontext that uses a

oni ts, whi h should not happen if both

parties are honest.

Theorem 1. Say that PKENO is a publi -key en ryption s heme with non-intera tive opening.
Then PKENO is PKENO-se ure (in the sense of Denition 1) if and only if PKENO (interpreted
Gen -hybrid model, with
as a proto ol as des ribed in Se tion 3.1) se urely realizes FPKENO in the FPKI
respe t to non-adaptive adversaries and optimisti environments.
A formal proof will be given in Appendix A. Here, we give some intuition.

F

from

PKENO . Suppose

ronment

Z

A

su

PKENO's IND-CCPA property. We build an enviA and the whole IND-CCPA experiment. In this, Z obtains
proto ol interfa e (i.e., via PKENO, resp. FPKENO ), and the

essfully atta ks

that internally simulates

de ryptions and proofs via its own

mb

hallenge message
en ryption of

F

mb

is en rypted with an

En rypt

query. In the real model, this yields a true

, and in the ideal model results in something independent of

PKENO . Hen e the output distribution of the internally simulated

real model, and independent of
atta ks on

PKENO's IND-CCPA
PKENO's indistinguishability

omposability implies PKENO se urity, atta ks on

To show that universal

and proof soundness properties must be translated into atta ks on

b

A

is

b

by denition of

orrelated with

b

PKENO's proof soundness property works similarly.

To show that PKENO se urity implies universal
in the ideal setting with

F

in the

in the ideal model, whi h allows to distinguish. The translation of
omposability, we des ribe a simulator

S that,
A~ on

PKENO , simulates atta ks performed with the dummy adversary

PKENO. Essentially, S only provide algorithms for FPKENO's En

rypt, De rypt, Prove, and Verify

F
enfor es several rules with its answers, like proof soundness guarantees,
S 's algorithms determine these answers.) Algorithms for de ryption, proofs,
Gen
and veri ations are hosen just as in the real model. (Note that S is free to make up a F
instan e on its own, so S knows and in fa t hooses the se ret keys.) The en ryption algorithm for
answers. (Of

ourse,

PKENO

but apart from that,

PKI

the

ase the sender is un orrupted is simply yields en ryptions of 1

the right length), whereas en ryptions in
as in the real model (in this

ase the sender is

m

j j (i.e., all-one en ryptions of

orrupted

an be performed faithfully

ase, the en ryption may depend on the full message, sin e so se re y is

guaranteed then). The proof that this simulation is sound pro eeds by transforming real into ideal
model, while showing that this transformation preserves
1. Substituting

m

-en ryptions with 1

m

j j -en ryptions

Z 's view:

an be justied with

PKENO's

IND-CCPA

property.

2.

F

PKENO 's list-based de ryption of known

an be justied with

3.

F

PKENO's

PKENO 's veri ation rules

iphertexts is simply an enfor ed

orre tness.

an be justied with

This sket hes why the simulation that

S provides is

PKENO's proof soundness.
orre t, and hen e the theorem is proven.

A hieving full UC se urity. It is natural to ask whether
ally, i.e., without restri ting

Z . (This

As sket hed above, to put up a su

orresponds to

F

PKENO

an be realized un ondition-

omposability in arbitrary proto ol

ontexts.)

essful simulation here, it must be possible to produ e spe ial

iphertexts (sent between an honest sender and an honest verier) that

trary,

orre tness, whi h

an be opened to an

arbiis

a-priori unknown message. Intuitively, this seems to break proof soundness; however, this

9

possible in prin iple, sin e in the ideal model, the simulator has
used keypair (pk

; sk )

ontrol over the generation of the

. (Note that PKENO se urity only gives guarantees if this keypair is

honestly

generated.)
More

on retely,

onsider the (ine ient) non-intera tive zero-knowledge based s heme from the

pk

introdu tion. By, e.g., produ ing a CRS in
proofs that some

break the intuitive guarantees that
this proof su

F

S is able to give fake

with knowledge of a trapdoor,

iphertext really en rypts a message
PKENO provides:

m

F

. We stress that this

PKENO still

an

not

be used to

he ks that the veri ation of

eeds only for the right message that is asso iated with a

iphertext.

5 Implementation of PKENO using IBE
5.1 Identity-based en ryption
We rst dene syntax and required se urity properties of an identity-based en ryption (IBE) s heme.

IBE

Syntax. An IBE s heme is a tuple
with a family



The key generation algorithm
publi

key

pk

and a se ret key



The en ryption algorithm



The deterministi



message

IBEgen; KeyGen; IBEen ; IBEde

= (

M = (Mk )k of message spa es su h that:

m 2 Mk

IBEgen

sk .

IBEen

and outputs a

We write (pk

; sk )

k
R IBEgen(1 ).

takes as input a publi
iphertext

de ryption algorithm

. We write

IBEde

f; g
? 62 Mk . We write m IBEde usk id ( ).
[

a se ret key

sk .

k

and outputs a

id

2 f0; 1g and a

takes as input a se urity parameter 1
key
R

pk ,

an identity

IBEen

takes as input a

0 1  and a user se ret key usk [id ℄. It returns a message

The deterministi

) of algorithms along

pk (id

;m)

.

iphertext

m 2 Mk

, an identity

id

2

or the distinguished symbol

℄

KeyGen takes as input an identity id 2 f0; 1g and
ret key usk [id ℄. We write usk [id ℄
KeyGensk (id ).

user se ret key algorithm

It returns a user se

5

;

Consisten y. We require that for every honestly generated keypair (pk sk )
all identities id
0 1  and messages
we have
KeyGen(sk id ) (

2f ; g

m 2 Mk

IBEde

;

with probability one.

R

IBEen

IBEgen(1k ), for
pk (id

;m)) = m

Here we also require a non-standard soundness property that it is e iently veriable if a given

f

;
;s

g

usk [id ℄ was properly generated for identity id .6 We write a ept reje t
IBEverpk (id usk [id ℄). We require for all honestly generated keypair (pk sk ) R IBEgen(1k ) satises
the following: For all identities id
0 1  and strings
0 1  we have IBEverpk (id ) = a ept
i
= usk [id ℄, where usk [id ℄
KeyGensk (id ).

user se ret key

;

2f ; g

s

s2f ; g

;

Se urity. We only require a relatively weak se urity property, namely indistinguishability against
sele tive-ID

hosen-plaintext atta ks (IND-sID-CPA) [3℄. Formally, for an adversary

A,

onsider the

following game:
1. Adversary
2.

5

6

A is given 1k

and outputs a target identity

id 

IBEgen(1k ) outputs (pk ; sk ). Adversary A is given 1k and pk .

We an always assume the user se ret key algorithm KeyGen to be deterministi . If it is not, the owner of the
se ret key ensures using the same randomness for ea h identity either by maintaining a state or by deriving the
randomness using a PRF applied to the identity.
It is not su ient to he k whether, e.g., some random en ryptions de rypt orre tly. A given alleged user se ret
key might misbehave on pre isely one iphertext.
10

3. The adversary may make polynomially many queries to a user se ret-key ora le

id

ex ept that it may not query for
4. At some point,

A outputs

the adversary is given the

5.

A may



two equal-length messages
hallenge

iphertext

C



m ;m
0

IBEen

R

b
;mb)

1 . A bit

pk (id



KeyGensk (),

is randomly

hosen and

.

id  .

ontinue to query its user se ret-key ora le, ex ept that it may not query for

A outputs a guess b0 .

6. Finally,

A's advantage in guessing b0 by

Denote

sid- pa

;

k

AdvIBE A ( ) :=
S heme

IBE is

Pr



b = b0 

= :

1 2



sid- pa
alled IND-sID-CPA se ure if AdvIBE A ( ) is negligible for every PPT adversary

;

A.

We remark that there exist e ient IND-sID-CPA se ure IBE s hemes without random ora le [3℄.

5.2 From IBE to PKENO
We use an adaptation of the IBE-to-PKE transformation by Canetti, Halevi and Katz [9℄. Let

IBE

IBEgen; KeyGen; IBEen ; IBEde

= (

) be an IBE s heme and

OTS

SGen; SSign; SVer)

= (

be a

one-time signature s heme whi h we require to be strongly unforgeable against one-time atta ks.

OTS are re alled in Appendix B.1.) We onstru
s heme PKENO = (Gen; En ; De ; Prove; Ver) as follows.
Gen(1k ). The key generation algorithm runs the IBE key generation algorithm (pk ; sk )

(Syntax and se urity properties of

En

and returns the key-pair (pk

m).

pk (

De

C ).

; sk )

IBEgen(1k )

.

; sigk )
SGen(1k )
IBEen pk (vk ;m)
C = (vk ; ;)

. Next, it IBE en rypts

R

. Finally, it signs the IBE

PKENO

sk (

R

The en ryption algorithm rst generates a key-pair of the one-time signature s heme

by running (vk
R

t a PKENO

iphertext

.

The de ryption algorithm parses

C

iphertext

as the tuple (vk



m

with identity

SSignsigk (

vk

to obtain

). and returns the

; ;)

. Next, it veries if



is a

orre t

by running SVervk ( ). If not, it returns ?. Otherwise, it omputes usk [vk ℄
KeyGensk (vk ) and IBE de rypts by running m IBEde usk [vk ℄ ( ). Finally, it returns m 2
Mk [ f?g.
Provesk (C ). The prove algorithm parses C as the tuple (vk ; ;). Next, it veries if  is a orre t
signature on
by running SVervk ( ). If not, it returns ?. Otherwise, it omputes usk [vk ℄
KeyGensk (vk ) and returns  usk [vk ℄ as the proof.
Verpk (C;m;). The veri ation algorithm parses C as the tuple (vk ; ;). Next it veries if  is a
orre t signature on
with respe t to veri ation key vk by running SVervk ( ). If not, it returns
signature on

reje t.
running

Otherwise, it

IBEverpk (vk ;).

m^ IBEde  (vk ;

a

ept.

It is easy to

he ks if



is a properly generated user se ret-key for identity

If not, it returns

reje t.

Otherwise, it IBE de rypts

m 2 Mk [ f?g m^ 6= m

), where ^

. If

he k that the above s heme satises

, it returns

orre tness and

reje t.

vk

by

by running

Otherwise it returns

ompleteness.

Theorem 2. Assume IBE is IND-sID-CPA se ure and OTS is SUF-OT se ure. Then PKENO onstru ted above is PKENO se ure.
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First note that IBE soundness dire tly implies perfe t proof soundness of
proof algorithm makes sure that the proof
the identity

vk

from the

epts.

; ;

It is

will always equal the real message


b

( ; vk ; ) 6= (  ; vk ;  )
( ; ) 6= (  ;  )

 = usk [vk ℄
same

IBEen

 is output by

b

remains hidden to the adversary.

whi h is IND-sID-CPA se ure,

laim that de ryption and proof ora le queries

the value of

iphertext

vk 

is independent of the

 is the result of applying the one-time signing algorithm to  .

message, and
We

onsisten y

of the

PKENO

lear that, without any ora le queries, the value of the bit

This is so be ause

m

is IND-CCPA se ure. A formal proof will be given
 ) be the hallenge iphertext in the IND-CCPA se urity experiment.

Let us now give some intuition why

 vk 
in Appendix C. Let (

e the

is a properly generated user se ret key for the

iphertext by running the veri ation algorithm. Hen e by

of the IBE s heme the de rypted message
and hen e veri ation a

 = usk [vk ℄
m^

PKENO. This is sin

. First note that a proof for some

annot further help the adversary in guessing

iphertext enables the adversary to de rypt the

iphertext without making the de ryption query. It remains to

query

vk  .

with respe t to

sin e the the proof

If

6

vk = vk 

vk = vk 

then

? sin e the adversary is unable to forge a new

and the proof ora le will answer

valid signature

onsider an arbitrary proof

made by the adversary during the experiment. If

then the proof query will not help the adversary

is an IBE user se ret key for the identity

vk

distin t from

vk  .

6 Dire t Implementation of PKENO in Bilinear Group
6.1 Bilinear Groups and assumptions
Our s hemes will be parametrized by a

pairing parameter generator.

This is an algorithm

G that

k returns the des ription of an multipli ative y li group G of prime order p, where
k
2 < p < 2k+1 , the des ription of a multipli ative y li group GT of the same order, and a nondegenerate bilinear pairing e
^ : G  G ! GT . We use G to denote G n f1g, i.e. the set of all group

on input 1

elements ex ept the neutral element. The pairing has to be satisfy the following two

Non-degenerate: for all g 2 G , e^(g;g ) 6= 1 2 GT .
Bilinear: for all g 2 G , x;y 2 Zp , e^(g x ;g y ) = e^(g;g )xy .
We use

PG = (G; GT ;p; e^;g;gT )
G gT = e^(g;g) 2 GT

onditions.

g
x;y;z;r

as shorthand for the des ription of bilinear groups, where

erator of

and

is a gen-

. The Bilinear De isional Die-Hellman (BDDH) assumption [4℄

gx;gy ;gz ; e^(g;g)xyz )

states that the two distributions (

gx;gy ;gz ; e^(g;g)r )

and (

, for

R
bddh

are indistinguishable for any adversary. More formally we dene the advantage fun tion AdvG
of an adversary

A as

;A

Zp
k

( )

j Pr[A(PG;gx;gy ;gz ; e^(g;g)xyz ) = 1℄ Pr[A(PG;gx;gy ;gz ; e^(g;g)r ) = 1℄j
where PG
G (1k ) and x;y;z;r Zp. We say that the Bilinear De ision Die-Hellman (BDDH)
assumption holds relative to G if for every adversary A, AdvG ;A () is negligible.
R

R

bddh

6.2 The PKENO s heme
Our s heme uses the dire t

hosen

iphertext te hnique whi h results in an adaptation of the IND-

CCA se ure PKE s heme from [5, 16℄. Let
target

ollision resistant [11℄. Let

PG

R

TCR : G ! Zp be a hash fun tion that we assume to be
G (k) be a pairing group that is ontained in the system
12

E; D) be a symmetri

parameters. Let (
7

se ure.

en ryption s heme that we assume to be

We assume that uses elements of the target group

PKENO s heme

Gen(1k ).

The key generation algorithm pi ks random exponents

x ;x ;y) 2 Zp

sk = (

1

3

2

m).
; ;

key is

1

3 ), where

C ).

sk (

and
it

=

1

2

2

onstru t a

. The se ret key is

, where

2

The en ryption algorithm rst pi ks a random

2

x ;x ;y 2 Zp

2

pk (

1

De

pk = (

(

1

as se ret keys. We

X ;X ;Y ) 2 G  GT
X = gx1 2 G; X = gx2 2 G; Y = e^(g;g)y 2 GT :
and the publi

1

En

GT

PKENO = (Gen; En ; De ; Prove; Ver) as follows.

hosen- iphertext

gr ; t = TCR( );
1

2

C

r 2 Zp

. The

X t X )r ; K Y r ;

=(

2

1

iphertext is the tuple

EK (m)

3

; ;

t TCR

The de ryption algorithm parses
as the tuple ( 1 2 3 ). Next, it omputes =
( 1)
1 + 2 ?
he ks if 1
= 2 . If not, it returns
meaning the iphertext is in onsistent. Otherwise,

xt x

omputes

?

K e^( ;gy )
1

m DK ( ) 2 M [ f?g

and returns

Provesk (C ).
and
of

.

3

xt x

 = (d ;d ) 2 G
1

2

2

, where

d

1

Verpk (C;m;).
1

; ;

=

?

gs; d

2 . Next, it

omputes

t = TCR(

1 ) and

e^( ;g) =? e^( ;X t X )
2

If one of the

1

he ks fails, it returns

1

2

m DK ( ) 2 Mk [ f?g

It is easy to

^

3

1)

onsists

(2)

; ;
2

3 ) and



as the tuple

he ks if

e^(g;d ) =? Y  e^(X t X ;d ) :
2

1

Otherwise, it

. It returns

2

2

if

he k that the above s heme satises

2

1

(3)

omputes

K^ e^( ;d )=e^( ;d );
a ept m
^ =m
1

and ^

t = TCR(

. The proof

2

1

as the tuple ( 1

and

reje t.

omputes

Zp

s

gy  (X t X )s :
C

=

2

The veri ation algorithm parses

d ;d )

(

C

The prove algorithm parses
as the tuple ( 1 2 3 ). Next, it
1 + 2
=
.
If
not,
it
returns
. Otherwise, it pi ks
2
R
1

he ks if

1

and

orre tness and

reje t,

otherwise.

ompleteness.

6.3 Se urity
Theorem 3. Assume the BDDH assumption holds relative to G , TCR is a target ollision-resistant
hash fun tion, and (E; D) is a hosen- iphertext se ure symmetri en ryption s heme. Then PKENO
onstru ted above is PKENO se ure.
7

A symmetri en ryption s heme is hosen- iphertext se ure if the en ryptions of two adversarially- hosen messages
under a random hidden key K remain indistinguishable even relative to a de ryption ora le. We refer to [11℄ for a
formal denition.
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The proof of IND-CCPA se urity is similar to the one from [5, 16℄ and omitted here.

gr ; = (X t X )r ; = EK (m))
m
K
m
C
m0 6= m
0 = (d0 ;d0 )
0 = (d0 ;d0 )
s 2 Zp
t = TCR( )
K^
K^ = e^( ;d0 )=e^( ;d0 ) = e^(gr ;gy  (X t X )s)=e^((X t X )r );gs) = Y r = K
m^ = DK ( )
m 6= m0
We verify proof soundness. Fix a key-pair and let

be a proper en ryption of a message
. Now

1

2 . The right

, where

2

2

onsisten y of the symmetri

veri ation always outputs

1

=

2

is the symmetri

1

2

1

2

s heme the re overed message

reje t.

2

3

and an arbitrary proof

is a properly generated proof of the

1 . Hen e, for the symmetri

1

1

key used for en rypting

, a message

he k of (3) implies that
and for

1

By

= Yr

onsider the veri ation algorithm run with

form (2), for some

C=(

1

key

we have

2

3

equals

, hen e
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A Proof of Theorem 1


( For the easier if  dire tion, say that PKENO is not PKENO-se ure. That means that there
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essful IND-CCPA adversary atta king

PKENO,
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essfully

PKENO's proof soundness (or both).
ind
pa
Case 1: If PKENO is not IND-CCPA. Suppose AdvPKENO;A (k ) is non-negligible for some adversary A. Then the following environment Z su essfully distinguishes PKENO from FPKENO . In a
atta ks

-

Z , running in the real model with the dummy adversary A~, runs the IND-CCPA experiment with an internal simulation of A. More on retely, Z pro eeds as follows:
1. Ask the UC adversary A for Pre v 's publi key pk . In the real model, A an obtain pk through
F , and in the ideal model, the simulator an freely make up some pk .

nutshell,
8

PKI
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A
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3. When
tion

with input

pk ,
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of

under

pk .
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A's De and
A outputs a guess b0 for
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Prove ora
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C  mb

5. When
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onstru tion,

C
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A
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ora le queries to

, halt with output
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, ex ept for queries
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PKENO independent of
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iphertext to

De rypt

Z faithfully simulates the IND-CCPA experiment for A in the real model, so
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of

in form of
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;
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= AdvPKENO A ( )

PKENO does not have sound proofs. Suppose Advsnd
PKENO;A (k ) is non-negligible for
some adversary A. Again, we onstru t an environment Z that su essfully distinguishes PKENO
from FPKENO . Similarly to the IND-CCPA ase, Z simulates the proof soundness game for A.
Case 2: If

Con retely,
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1. Ask the (dummy) adversary to

A wants to en

3. When
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4. When
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0 , when
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annot be proven as
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) For the only if  dire tion, assume that PKENO is PKENO-se ure in the sense of Denition 1.
To show that PKENO se urely realizes F
, it su es to give a simulator S su h that for the
~ and every environment Z ,
dummy adversary A
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k
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Gen(1 ), spe ies the plaintext spa e Mpk MSp (pk ), and sends Mpk
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So
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En rypt(length;`) outputs En pk (1` ).
En rypt(message;m) outputs En pk (m).
De rypt(C ) outputs De sk (C ).
Prove(C ) outputs Provesk (C ).
Verify(C;m;) outputs Verpk (C;m;).
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e
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PKENO's IND-CCPA property with a standard hybrid argument.
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ollisions. The se ond hange on erns again En rypt. We let all parties
En rypt query for a message m results in a iphertext C , where C already has been
0
returned as an En rypt en ryption for a message m 6= m. Note that this refers to an event in whi h
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this results in a negligible
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iphertexts that
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PKENO's

orrupted, we are dealing with

iphertexts as above, then this
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en ryptions
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negligible probability with a redu tion to
if
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PKENO way without

Z
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orrupted), we
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hange the treatment of
hange in
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We stress that it is ru ial here that we required to never ask for proofs if both sender and re eiver are honest.
Hen e the redu ed IND-CCPA adversary never asks for a proof for a hallenge message.
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Summarizing, we have

hanged the real setting into the ideal setting without

hanging

Z 's view

non-negligibly.

B Standard denitions
B.1 One-Time Signatures

OTS = (SGen; SSign; SVer) of PPT algorithms su h that:
 The randomized key generation algorithm SGen takes as input a se urity parameter 1k and
k
outputs a veri ation key vk and a signing key sigk . We write (sigk ; vk )
R SGen(1 ).
 The randomized signing algorithm SSign takes as input a signing key sigk and a message m 2
f0; 1g and outputs a signature . We write  R SSignsigk (m).
 The deterministi veri ation algorithm SVer takes as input a veri ation key vk and a signature
. It returns a ept or reje t. We write fa ept; reje tg SVervk ().
For an adversary F, onsider the following game:
k
k
1. SGen(1 ) outputs (sigk ; vk ). Adversary F is given 1 and vk .
2. The adversary may make one query m to a signing ora le SSignsigk () whi h results in the

A signature s heme is a tuple

signature
3. Finally,
Denote



.

F outputs a message m and a signature .

F's advantage by
suf -ot

;

k

SVervk (m ;) = a

AdvOTS F ( ) := Pr[

OTS is alled strongly unforgeable against one-time atta
suf -ot
F AdvOTS
;F () is negligible.

ept ^ (m; ) 6= (m ;  )℄:
ks (SUF-OT se ure) if for all adversaries

C Proof of Theorem 2
A be an IND-CCPA adversary against PKENO. We show how to onstru t an IND-sID-CPA
B against IBE and an SUF-OT adversary F against OTS (both with about the same time
omplexity as A) su h that

Let

adversary

ind-

pa

;

k  AdvIBE;B (k) + AdvOTS;F(k):

AdvPKENO A ( )
We start by des ribing

B that intera

sid- pa

ts with the IND-sID-CPA se urity game against

3.

4.

IBE as follows.

k B pi ks (sigk  ; vk  ) R SGen(1k ) and returns vk  as the hallenge identity.
Adversary B inputs pk and runs A on pk .
As already pointed out it is su ient for B to answer A's proof queries. Let C = (vk ;C; ) be
su h a proof query made by A. First, B he ks if the signature  is orre t and reje ts if not.

Next, if vk = vk then B terminates and reports failure. Next, B queries its KeyGensk () ora le
for the user se ret key usk [vk ℄ of identity vk  and returns the proof  = usk [vk ℄ to A.
B inputs the two messages (m0;m1 ) from A and submits them to its own experiment ob for identity vk  . It returns C = (vk  ;  ;  ) to A, where
taining a hallenge iphertext


 SSignsigk ( ).

1. On input 1 ,
2.

suf -ot
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A's proof queries, as above.
0
6. Finally A returns a bit b whi h B outputs to its own IBE experiment.
We denote Fail the event that B reports failure in the above simulation. Let WinA and WinB
be the events that A and B win their se urity experiment in the above simulation. Note that
B perfe tly simulates A's view in the IND-CCPA experiment unless Fail happens and we have
Pr[WinB ^ :Fail℄ = Pr[WinA ^ :Fail℄. Hen e
5.

B

ontinues answering

jPr [WinA℄ Pr [WinB℄j  Pr [Fail℄ ;
and we get
ind-

pa

;

j WinA℄
 j Pr[WinB℄

AdvPKENO A = Pr[

sid- pa

;

= AdvIBE B
We now give an adversary

F su

h that
suf -ot

;

AdvOTS F
Adversary

;

(pk sk )

F
R

=j
1=2j + Pr [Fail℄
+ Pr [Fail℄ :

 Pr[Fail℄:

IBEgen(1k )

forgery on

;C;)
C



be the

hanges. First, it generates

itself hen e being able to simulate the surrounding IBE IND-sID-CPA

SUF-OT experiment against
 on
to obtain the signature


(5)

arries out the above simulation with the following two

se urity experiment. Se ond, instead of generating (vk

(vk = vk

1 2

OTS.

Adversary

F



; sigk )

itself, it only inputs

only has to make one

 with respe t to vk  . Consider the

with respe t to

vk

Fail happens and let

C;) 6= (C ;) 

. This implies (5) and
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from the

all to the signing ora le

ase that

orresponding proof query. Sin e (



vk 

ompletes the proof.

,

is a valid strong

